
OSUGA is a positive sexual wellness brand. Pleasure knows 
no gender. Our mission is to inform sex is an internal part of 
Human Wellness and explore more on sex pleasure and 
health.

Osuga has high-end sex toys like Cuddly Bird, G-spa, and 
Moonflow, sex ralated products like sexy lingerie. Our 
product has won a number of international design awards, 
and the product sales is in leading position in the industry.

Osuga’s products is in the market of Europe, American, 
Japan, South Korea, Oceania and other countries now, and 
will enter market in more countries and regions in the future.

2022, Osuga is helping mil l ions of women to better 
understand themselves, and experience the happiness of 
body exploration.
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OUR PRODUCTS

Cuddly Bird G-Spa MoonFlow



Cuddly Bird shapes like a bird. 
Although it is deep in the cage, its head 
is upward looking, as if it is eager to 
break out of the cage and actively 
explore its own joy and pleasure. 
Cuddly Bird is a sonic clitoral massager 
which combines incredible suction 
with powerful vibration, giving the clit 
all attention it deserves. 

CUDDLY BIRD

Over 1 million sales Top 1 in 
sex toy category during D11 
online shopping festival.



OSUGA 
p r o d u c t  c a t a l o g 
2022

Sonic pulse sex toy with 3 intensity 
settings. Every setting bring you to 
another orgasm

Sucking mode

Strong motor with 4 intensity settings can 
quickly get you in the mood.

Vibrating mode

Classic sexual atmosphere lighting. Make 
your experience more complete and 
wonderful.

Nightlight

Magnetic charging 

Type-c charging port with magnetic 
charing dock. Full charged with 2.5 hours 
for 15 times using.

Colors     Retail Price:  $99Medical Silicone Traveling Lock IPX6 Waterproof



Continuation of the previous design of 
Sonic waves sucking function, G-spa 
namely can awaken your orgasm 
nerves, make you fly up in just a few 
minutes.

The U-shape design imitate the finger-
touching position. When you put the 
tail part into body, it appears at an 
upward angle.  You can enjoy the 
ultimate G-spot massage when you 
turn on the vibration.

  G-SPA

Ranks Top 1 in sex toy category 
during D11 in 2020.



With 3 intensity setting，The sonic 
pulse suction brings you to orgasm 
within 1 min!

Sucking mode

U shape design, easily inseritng and 
touching the G-spot with 4 vibration 
insensity.

U-SHAPE

Type-c charging port with magnetic 
charing dock. Full charged with 2.5 
hours for 15 times using.

Magnetic charging

Colors     Retail Price:  $129Medical Silicone Traveling Lock IPX6 Waterproof



-An art-like appearancee
- Double-click to enter orgasm 
mode; 
-A bullet design to slide smoothly 
into the body; 
-The slender end of the design 
protects private parts.

MOONFLOW

Exquisite appearance, smooth 
insertion design, double tap for 
a surprise.



Vibration mode
with 3 speed and 5 pulsation 
modes, moonflow help discover 
the perfect spot of your body.

Oright mode
double-click the button to get your 
wonderful orgasm

Magnetic charging
Type-c charging port with magnetic 
charing dock. Full charged with 2.5 
hours for 15 times using.

Colors     Retail Price:  $89Medical Silicone Traveling Lock IPX6 Wwaterproof
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THANK YOU


